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We study the influence of spherical, triangular, and rod-like nanoparticles on the me-
chanical properties of a polymer nanocomposite (PNC), via coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulations. We focus on how the nanoparticle size, loading, mass and
shape influence the PNC’s elastic modulus, stress at failure and resistance against
cavity formation and growth upon mechanical failure under external stress. We find
that in the regime of strong polymer-nanoparticle interactions, the formation of a
polymer-network via temporary polymer-nanoparticle crosslinks has a predominant
role on the PNC reinforcement. Spherical nanoparticles, whose size is comparable to
that of the polymer monomers, are more effective at toughening the PNC than larger
spherical particles. When comparing particles of spherical, triangular and rod-like
geometries, the rod-like nanoparticles emerge as the best PNC toughening agents.
a)Present address: INSERM UMR-S 665, Paris, France. E-mail: giulia.rossi@inserm.fr
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I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) are made by dispersing nanoparticles (NPs) into poly-
mer matrices. PNCs are currently a subject of intense research efforts, as their applications
range from the automotive industry to advanced coatings (for a review, see Paul1). PNCs
often exhibit enhanced physical properties as compared to pure polymer materials2. These
enhanced properties arise even at small NP loadings and have been exploited at the indus-
trial level for many years already3. Nanoparticles dispersed in polymer matrices, also called
nanofillers, can significantly influence the rheological4, optical5, electrical6,7, thermal8,9 and
mechanical1,6,10–15 properties of the material. Many parameters may play a role in the rein-
forcement of the polymer matrix: nanoparticle shape and size, loading and dispersion in the
polymer matrix, interaction type and strength between the monomers and the nanoparticles,
nanoparticle mobility, temperature, entanglement of the polymers and degree of polymer-
ization. Furthermore, these parameters are often mutually dependent making it difficult to
unravel the influence of any single agent.
In the last decade, several computational works dealing with the modeling of polymer
nanocomposites, at an atomistic or coarse-grained level, have appeared16–26. Concerning
the nanofiller size and shape, computational studies have focused on fillers whose size is
comparable to the characteristic length scales of the polymer matrix, namely the radius
of gyration of the polymers or the size of their monomers21. Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations performed in the regime of optimal NP dispersion and strong polymer-NP
interactions27 have shown that the smaller NPs have better reinforcing properties, leading
to tougher PNCs17,19,28. Furthermore, the increase in the aspect ratio of the nanoparticles,
that finds an experimental correspondence in carbon nanotubes10,29 or clay sheets10, have
been observed to lead to an increase of the mechanical reinforcement of PNC26,30–32.
Open questions nevertheless remain in explaining the microscopic reinforcing mechanisms.
The improved mechanical properties have been explained by either dynamical or structural
properties of the PNC. The dynamical arguments are based on the observation that a PNC,
where NPs are more mobile than the polymer chains, achieves a better resistance against
deformation via improved release of local tension17,18,33,34. The structural arguments relate
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the NPs ability to create temporary bonds between the chains, thus creating a NP-polymer
network, to the mechanical properties of the PNC19,22,24,26,35,36. In a recent publication28 we
demonstrated that the mechanical properties of PNC loaded with small, spherical NPs are
related to structural features, such as the filler loading, the surface area of the polymer-filler
interface and the polymer-filler network structure. We showed as well that these structural
features are correlated to the minimization of the relative mobility of the fillers with respect
to the polymer matrix.
In this paper we extend on our previous work on the mechanical properties of PNCs under
strain28. We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of PNCs doped with spherical, trian-
gular, and rod-like NPs of various sizes and at different loadings. We simulate the stretching
of a PNC grafted to two opposite sticky walls that are pulled apart during the tensile test, in
a similar fashion to what was previously done by Gersappe17. We thus measure the tensile
stress under strain to quantify the toughness of the PNC at a temperature higher than its
glass transition temperature Tg. We study the origins of the reinforcement by analyzing the
structural properties of the PNC. We thus aim at answering two key questions: how do filler
size, geometry and loading change the toughness of the PNCs and what are the structural
molecular mechanisms leading to toughening?
In Section II we present the model and the set-up of our simulations. Section III illustrates
the results of our simulations, which are further analyzed in the Section IV. A discussion
of the results, including comparison to experimental and previous computational data, is
presented in Section V.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
A. Interaction potentials
We study PNCs that contain 64 linear polymer chains, each made of 64 identical
monomers, and a variable number of NPs. The nanoparticles are either spherical, tri-
angular or rod-like. The systems are periodic along the x and y directions and confined
between two sticky walls in the z direction, as shown in Fig. 1.
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In this section we introduce all the interaction potentials between the polymer beads, the
FIG. 1. A snapshot of a polymer nanocomposite confined between two sticky walls. The first
monomers of the polymer chains, represented as grey beads, are grafted to the top and bottom
walls, while the spherical NPs are homogeneously dispersed in the matrix.
nanoparticles and the walls. Table I shows the numerical values for all the relevant physical
parameters here.
kh1 r
0
h ǫext σext σS σM σL σs ǫsn σsn ǫs ǫsc
0.5 4.7 0.049 4.7 4.6 6.1 9.2 6.1 0.08 6.0 0.15 0.5
TABLE I. Potential parameters. Energy units for ǫ are eV and units of length for σ and r are Å.
Force constants are expressed in eV/Å.
Polymer bonds. A 2− 4 harmonic potential models bonds between adjacent monomers:
Eharm(r) =
1
2
kh1(r − r0h)2 +
1
4
kh2(r − r0h)4, (1)
where r is the distance between the monomers, kh1 and kh2 are constants, and r0h is the
equilibrium length of the bond. The 4th power term prevents the bond from stretching to
unphysical lengths. In order to prevent chains from crossing each other, we use a simple
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geometric criterion37:
√
2rmin > lmax, (2)
where rmin is the impenetrable radius of the particle and lmax represents the maximum
stretch of the bond. lmax has been derived from the bond length distribution and rmin from
the monomer-monomer radial distribution function. We use the lowest values for kh1 = kh2
that satisfy the bond non-crossing condition of Eq. (2). This value also limits adjacent
monomers along the chain from overlapping.
Polymer-polymer interactions. All non-bonded interactions in the system are modeled
by Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials:
ELJint(r) = ǫ[(
σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6]. (3)
The cut-off of the potentials is set to 2.1σ for all non-bonded potentials including the wall
interaction potentials. For inter-chain interactions, σ = σext and ǫ = ǫext. When σext and
ǫext are set to the values reported in Table I, each monomer can be realistically thought
of as a cluster of 4 heavy atoms (C, O, N...), while the interaction strength can represent
interactions of intermediate polarity38.
Excluded-volume interactions between beads that belong to the same chain, but are not
connected by bonds, are modeled with the repulsive part of the inter-chain LJ potential
ELJ,repext (r) = ǫext(
σext
r
)12. (4)
Nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions. To model the weak NP-NP interactions we use
a LJ potential, with ǫnp = 0.25ǫext. For σnp we use three different values, σL, σM and σS,
which model spherical nanoparticles of three different sizes, which we label as large (L),
medium (M) and small (S), respectively. The largest of them has a diameter, σL, equal
to 60% of the radius of gyration of a free chain in the melt, while the smallest has a size
comparable to that of the chain monomers.
Nanoparticle-chain interactions. For nanoparticle-chain interactions we use a LJ poten-
tial, where ǫpnp = 4ǫext and σpnp = (σext + σnp)/2.
Wall interactions. Each polymer bead interacts with the top and bottom surface by a
9−3 LJ potential, as obtained from the integration of the LJ potential over an semi-infinite
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xy plane:
Esurf(z) =
A
z9
− B
z3
, (5)
where A = (4pi
45
)ǫρ0σ
12
s , B = (
2pi
3
)ǫρ0σ
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s , ρ0 = 0.01 Å
−3 is the substrate number density, z is
the distance between the wall and the bead, and σs and ǫ are the potential parameters.
The interaction strength ǫ is not the same for all the monomers in a chain. The first
monomers of the chains are grafted to the wall by a deeper potential well with ǫ = ǫsc, which
mimics the presence of a covalent bond between the chain ending and the wall surface.
However, the grafted chain ends are free to move on the xy plane. The other beads have a
weaker wall interaction, with ǫ = ǫs, as reported in Table I. With these settings, when the
system undergoes the stretching procedure, failure happens in the bulk of the nanocomposite
and not at the wall interface. The interaction between nanoparticles and the wall is the
repulsive part of a LJ potential, where ǫ = ǫsn and σ = σsn.
Triangular and rod-like nanoparticles. We form a triangular nanoparticle by bonding
three LJ medium size spherical nanoparticles (σ = σM and ǫ = ǫnp) to each other with the
following harmonic potential:
Etr(r) =
1
2
ktr(r − r0tr)2, (6)
where r0tr = r
0
h, ktr = 2.5 eV/Å
2 and r is the distance between the nanoparticles, which form
the triangular nanoparticle. A triangular nanoparticle interacts with its surroundings via
the interactions of its constituent spherical nanoparticles. We model rod-like nanoparticles
by combining medium size spherical nanoparticles in a row by rigid bonds. We set the rigid
bond distance to r0h and consider rod lengths of 3, 5 and 8 beads. As the triangular NPs, also
the rod-like NPs interact with their surroundings via the interactions of their constituent
beads.
Mass. Each monomer has a mass of mb = 56 amu (corresponding to 4 carbon and 8
hydrogen atoms). Spherical nanoparticles have the same density as the monomers, namely
mb/σ
3
ext = mL/σ
3
L = mM/σ
3
M = mS/σ
3
S holds, where mL, mM and mS are the masses of the
large, medium, and small fillers, respectively.
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B. Numerical Simulations
We used Molecular Dynamics simulations with a Velocity Verlet algorithm for the inte-
gration of Newton equations of motion and a time step of 5 fs, which allows for a proper
sampling of bond vibrations. We controlled the temperature by means of an Andersen
thermostat in the NV T environment. At variance with the triangular particles, the rod-like
particles were treated as rigid bodies. We separately calculated their translational forces
and torques, and then moved the rod according to the rigid body dynamics.
a. System set-up. Each of our initial, independent configurations was set up as fol-
lowing. First, we placed the colloidal nanoparticles at random positions within a large
simulation box. Then, we grafted the first monomer of a polymer chain to one of the
opposite walls, again choosing at random its position on the xy plane. We placed the rest
of the monomers one after the other, along a random direction and at equilibrium distance
from the previous one, avoiding overlappings. The procedure was then iterated for each of
the 64 polymer chains.
b. Equilibration. We equilibrated the system via a three-step procedure, namely (i)
compression of the initial low-density configuration; (ii) De-compression: during decompres-
sion, the total energy of the system was monitored as a function of the volume of the box,
and we stopped the decompression when the total energy reached its minimum. Typical
dimensions of the simulation box at equilibrium volume are 8.4×8.4×6.4 nm; (iii) Annealing
and equilibration in the NV T 39 ensemble at T = 600 K, which is well above glass transition
for all the systems considered.
c. Tensile tests During tensile tests, we turned off the thermostat. In these conditions,
the systems exchange energy with the environment only via the motion of the walls, which
were pulled apart with a constant velocity of vp = 5.5 × 10−5/τ (a value close to the one
used in previous studies, as in17,28).
During pulling, we recorded the average total energy every 500 steps and defined the
tensile stress as A−1dE/dz, where E is the total energy of the system and A is the cross
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sectional area of the system in the xy plane, normal to the pulling direction, z. Strain is
defined as the ratio between the increment in the z edge of the simulation box at time t,
and its value at the beginning of the pulling procedure.
III. RESULTS
For each of the systems considered, we generated and equilibrated five independent con-
figurations. The results of the tensile tests presented in this section are thus the result of an
average over five independent runs.
A. Stress-strain data
1. Size dependence for spherical particles
a. Constant loading. We aimed at isolating the effects of the size of the spherical
nanoparticles on the mechanical performance of the nanocomposite. At first, we considered
four different systems, denoted by S1, S2, S3 and S4 and described in Table II. While S1
doesn’t contain any nanoparticles, S2 S3 and S4 contain large, medium and small nanopar-
ticles, respectively, at the fixed mass loading of 15%.
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the tensile stress as a function of strain for the systems S1,
S2, S3 and S4. In the first part of the curve, the tensile stress increases almost linearly. Here,
the nanocomposite is in the elastic regime, and no large voids are formed in the matrix. The
elastic regime abruptly ends with mechanical failure: cavitation starts, and the stress curve
rapidly drops. Eventually, a large void is formed in the matrix, as shown in Fig. 3.
The results show that the addition of nanoparticles into the polymer melt increases the
tensile stress for cavitation. Likewise, the nanoparticles increase the stress during the whole
stretching procedure, offering a better resistance to the cavity growth. The smaller the
spherical nanoparticles, the higher the stress at failure; for S4 this is more than four times
larger than that of the pure polymer system.
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FIG. 2. Tensile stress as a function of strain for systems S1, S2, S3 and S4 (left) and S1, S3, S5
and S6 (right). For a description of their composition, see Table II.
b. Constant surface area. Small nanoparticles have a larger surface to volume ratio
than medium and large nanoparticles. The larger the surface to volume ratio, the higher the
chances to create a strong polymer-NP connection. In order to verify if this difference alone
can account for the better reinforcement offered by the small nanoparticles, we compared
systems containing nanoparticles of different sizes, in which the number of nanoparticles is
tuned to correspond to a fixed NP surface area. Systems S3, S4 and S5 have thus a common
NP surface area of 12.2 %, but contain medium (S3), large (S5) and small (S6) NPs. The
right panel of Fig. 2 shows the stress-strain curves for the systems S1, S3, S5 and S6, as
Name Mass loading [%] Surface area [%] Number of NPs NP diameter
S1 0 0 0 -
S2 15.4 8.5 99 σL
S3 15.4 12.2 334 σM
S4 15.4 15.7 793 σS
S5 21.4 12.2 148 σL
S6 12.0 12.2 594 σS
TABLE II. Compositions of the systems studied to highlight the role of the NP size on the me-
chanical performance of the PNC. In S2, S3 and S4 the nanoparticles have different sizes but fixed
mass loading. In S3, S5 and S6 the nanoparticles have different sizes and loadings but their surface
area is the same.
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FIG. 3. Snapshots from a tensile test (system S4). Colors are as in Fig.1.
described in Table II. Compared to the constant loading case, the impact of nanoparticle
size on the mechanical resistance is reduced, but the small nanoparticles still achieve the
highest stress at failure.
c. The influence of mass. Above we considered spherical nanoparticles of different
sizes. As we modified the size, we also changed the mass of the nanoparticles, since their
density was set to constant. We separate the mass effect by considering systems containing
medium and small size spherical nanoparticles where we vary the mass of the fillers while
keeping the other parameters constant. We vary the masses in the ranges of 10 − 200 amu
and 30 − 500 amu for small and medium size nanoparticles, respectively. In all cases, the
tensile tests reveal no significative changes in the mechanical properties of the mechanical
nanocomposite as a function of the mass of the nanoparticles, as shown in Table III.
Size \ Density 1
4
ρ ρ 4ρ
S 4.2 4.3 4.4
M 2.6 2.7 2.7
TABLE III. The influence of the mass of the spherical nanoparticles on the stress at failure. The
default density ρ is the density of a chain monomer. The stresses at failure are expressed in 10−3
eV/Å.
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2. Loading dependence
The results presented so far point at a general effect of reinforcement induced by the
addition of spherical nanoparticles to the polymer matrix. We now focus on the loading
dependence of the stress at failure, aiming at identifying the loading range corresponding
to the better reinforcement effect.
We consider six different loadings for medium size nanoparticles for the tensile tests. Fig.
4 shows the value of the stress at failure as a function of loading. The 42% loading gives the
highest stress at failure and the optimal loading range is located between 25% and 50%.
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FIG. 4. Stress at failure as a function of loading for PNCs containing medium size spherical NPs.
Lines are only guides for the eye.
3. Influence of nanoparticle shape
We now compare PNCs containing spherical, triangular and rod-like nanoparticles. The
triangular and rod-like NPs are both made of three connected medium size spherical nanopar-
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ticles (as described in Section II). The spherical nanoparticles have a massmSPH = 3mM and
the same density as the medium size spherical nanoparticles, thus leading to σSPH =
3
√
3σM .
The results at 15% loading for the above systems are shown in Fig. 5. The results
indicate that the rod-like NPs offer the best reinforcement, followed by the triangles and the
spherical nanoparticles. However, as the inset of Fig. 5 shows, we see almost no difference
between the rod-like and the triangular NPs at 27% loading. Furthermore, the stress-strain
curve of the triangular particle PNC in the elastic regime at 15% loading is steeper than
the corresponding part in the other systems curves, indicating a more brittle behaviour. At
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FIG. 5. Stress as a function of strain for systems containing either spherical, triangular or rod-like
nanoparticles at 15% mass loading. The inset shows the maximum stress at failure for systems
containing spherical, triangular or rod-like nanoparticles at 15% loading and for triangular and
rod-like nanoparticle setups at 27% loading.
both 15% and 27% loadings the rod-like NPs emerge as the best PNC toughening agent.
Thus we investigate how the rod length changes the stress-strain behavior of the PNC while
keeping the loading constant. We choose 27% loading and rod lengths of 3, 5 and 8 beads.
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Our results, as shown in Fig. 6, show that there is no significant difference in the stress at
failure between rod lengths of 3 and 5, while a decrease of the mechanical performance is
observed for rod length of 8 that in terms of stress at failure performs similarly to the case
of a PNC containing a 27% loading of medium-sized spherical NPs. On the other hand, the
long rods offer a better resistance to cavity growth. Compared to spherical NPs, all rod-like
NPs yield a higher elastic modulus that shifts the yield strain from 0.05 (medium spherical
NPs) down to 0.03.
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FIG. 6. Tensile stress as a function of strain for PNCs containing different lengths of rod-like NPs
and spherical NPs at 27% loading.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE TENSILE TESTS
In this section we try to gain more insight into the reinforcement mechanisms by study-
ing structural properties of our PNCs. In our systems, the NP-monomer interactions are
strong and contribute to the formation of temporary crosslinks in the polymer matrix, which
counterbalance the increase of voids in the matrix. We thus monitored the void formation
and the number of monomer-monomer, monomer-NP and NP-NP contacts during the equi-
libration and the tensile tests. Concerning the voids formation, we divided our simulation
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box into cubes with edges of 10 Å, and considered a cube to be void if there was no particle
of any type inside them. Two void cubes were considered to belong to the same void cluster
if they shared a face. Concerning the definition of contacts between beads, we considered
two beads to be in contact if the distance between the beads was less than 1.1 times the
equilibrium distance of the corresponding interaction potential. We excluded the intra-chain
and intra-NP contacts from our calculations.
During pulling, the elastic regime is characterized by a homogeneous decrease of density.
Voids, as shown in the center snapshot of Fig. 7, are distributed uniformly into the simulation
box. Shortly after the PNC is starting to fail, almost all the voids collapse into the same
individual cluster and the density of the melt relaxes towards its equilibrium value, while
the cluster size increases linearly.
Figure 8 shows the number of all contacts (sum of the monomer-monomer, NP-monomer
and NP-NP contacts) and the fraction of NP-monomer contacts as a function of time for
system S4, as described in Table II. During the elastic stage of the deformation, the total
number of contacts decreases. However, the fraction of NP-monomer contacts increases, at
the expenses of the weaker monomer-monomer and NP-NP contacts. This trend is common
to all the PNCs studied in this work.
FIG. 7. Void distribution before and during the tensile test of the system S4. The grey beads
represent the polymer chains and the NPs and the yellow beads represent the voids inside the PNC
matrix. The left snapshot is taken before the tensile test begins, the middle one during the elastic
phase and the right one during cavitation.
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FIG. 8. Total and relative number of contacts during the tensile test of the system S4. Dashed
lines indicate, from left to right, the start of the tensile test and the mechanical failure of the
nanocomposite.
Temporary Crosslinks. The strong NP-polymer contacts are at least partly responsible
for the reinforcement properties of the PNC. Network structure is expected to play a role,
too. We thus look for crosslinks by enumerating the number of NP-chain contacts in the
systems. A crosslink is different from a contact, as multiple contacts between the same
polymer chain and a NP will be considered as a single crosslinking event.
The average number of crosslinks per particle, nl, quantifies the ability of the particle to
act as a bridge between different polymer chains. To this respect, large nanoparticles should
be favored by their larger absolute surface area. As a matter of fact, in the systems S1-S6
the large particles fail in exploiting at best their individual surfaces, as it always holds that
nlS/σ
2
S > n
l
M/σ
2
M > n
l
L/σ
2
L.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We discuss the results presented in the previous section in light of previous experimental
and computational data. The first general conclusion is that independently from the size or
the shape of the nanoparticles, their addition to the polymer matrix lead to the formation of
a composite with improved mechanical resistance as compared to the pure polymer system.
This result is in agreement with many experimental findings, showing the reinforcement
effects of both spherical1 and non-spherical inclusions10,29. Previous computational works
have led to the same general conclusions, as in Gersappe17 and Papakonstantopoulos40, who
analyzed the toughening effects of spherical nanoparticles, Toepperwein26, who investigated
the effects of rods, and Knauert30, who compared spheres, rods and platelets. Working in a
regime of strong polymer-filler interactions, we have shown that since the beginning of the
deformation, nearest-neighbor contacts between polymers and nanoparticles resist sample
stretching (Fig.8), thus suggesting that the NP-polymer network has a major role in the
deformation resistance of the PNCs. In the elastic phase of the PNC under strain, while
the fraction of NP-polymer contacts rapidly increases, voids are distributed uniformly in
the melt. As strain increases beyond yield, the PNC rupture is seen as a single large void
forming in the melt, while the stress abruptly decreases and the decrease in the number of
total contacts slows down.
The above features appear to be common to all the systems analyzed here. Let us
next discuss how the size of the spherical fillers influences the toughness of the nanocom-
posite. Our results indicate that small fillers - as small as the polymer monomers - are
the best at toughening the composite material. This effect can be in part explained by
the large total surface area of the smaller NPs, when compared to larger nanoparticles at
fixed loadings. But even at different loadings but with fixed surface area, the smallest NPs
emerge as the best toughening agents as shown in Fig. 2. This result is robust, as demon-
strated by the analogous conclusions reached by Gersappe17 and by our previous work28,
despite the differences between the system set-ups (presence or absence of sticky walls)
and simulation techniques (tensile-test protocols). Furthermore, the nanoparticles’ ability
to use their surface area for temporary crosslinks, quantified here as a number of average
crosslinks per NP scaled by the surface area of the NP, is correlated with the PNC toughness.
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In the small NP regime (σNP < Rg) the mass of the NP is expected to influence the
NP diffusion in the polymer matrix41. The role of the NP dynamics on the reinforcement
mechanism is still debated17,26,28,42. Kutvonen et al.28 have shown that in nanocomposites
loaded with different amounts of NPs, the loading corresponding to the largest stress at
failure also corresponds to the minimum relative mobility of the NP with respect to the
polymer matrix. It is more difficult to establish a correlation between the mechanical re-
sponse of the material and the absolute mobility of the NPs and of the polymers. Our
results indicate that the NP mass does not have any significant effect on the stress-strain
behavior of the PNC. A similar conclusion is reported by Toepperwein26, where the polymer
dynamics is shown to be little affected by the increase in length - and thus mass - of the NPs.
Figure 4 shows that the dependence of the stress at failure on loading is not monotonous.
In the limit of vanishing NP loading, the PNC behaves as the pure polymer matrix. As the
NP loading increases, the nanoparticles tend to decorate the polymer chains (as shown in
Fig.8). Since the nanoparticle-monomer interaction is the strongest interaction in our sys-
tem, the creation of NP-polymer contacts results in a strengthening of the matrix. As more
and more NP-polymer contacts are created, the polymer surface available to the formation
of new NP-polymer contacts decreases. Further addition of NPs does not create any more
strong NP-polymer contacts, while the number of weak NP-NP contacts keeps increasing28.
This results in the overall weakening of the nanocomposite.
The loading dependence of the mechanical reinforcement can, in turn, depend on the
type of NP. In our previous publication we showed28 that the mechanical resistance of PNCs
filled with small, medium and large size NPs could exhibit shifted loading dependence (the
larger the NP, the larger the loading required to achieve the maximum stress at failure).
Here, the different loading dependence of triangular and rod-like NPs might explain why
at 15% loading the rod-like NPs have better performances than the triangular NPs, but at
27% loading they achieve the same result. Another aspect to be taken into account when
comparing NPs with different shapes and loadings is the glass transition temperature of the
PNC. We performed all simulations at the same temperature (600 K), which is well above
the glass transition temperature Tg ≈ 400 K in our systems. However, it is possible that
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slightly different or more clear trends could be observed by working at constant T/Tg, as
shown by Toepperwein26.
In addition to the maximum stress at failure, the elastic modulus of the PNC can be
tuned by tuning the NP shape. Figure 6 shows clearly that at 27% loading the PNC con-
taining rod-like NPs have a larger elastic modulus than those containing spherical NPs. At
15% loading, even though the differences are less pronounced, the elastic modulus of the
rod-like NPs is higher than those of the spherical NPs, while the best performance is offered
by the triangular NPs. Furthermore, the comparison of results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.
6 indicate that the increase in the loading of rod-like NPs increases the elastic modulus of
PNC, a fact that is in agreement with experimental results43. In terms of stress at failure,
our data do not suggest a dramatic influence of the aspect ratio of the NPs (see Fig. 6).
A small drop in the maximum stress is seen by using the longest rod length, N = 8. Both
these features agree with what observed by Toepperwein26 at constant T/Tg ratio, below
the glass transition temperature, even though in this case the drop of the maximum stress
achieved by the PNC is observed for longer rods-like NPs (N = 16). In our calculations,
the resistance against cavity growth is enhanced by increasing the rod length, again in
agreement with simulations in the glassy state26.
On the whole, we can conclude that the size of the inclusions has a more pronouced
effect on the mechanical properties of the PNC than the shape of the inclusions. Structural
features, and in particular the formation of a polymer-network able to resist to cavity growth
during tensile tests, are predominant over dynamical features.
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